Dear Friends of Possibility Management,

Evolutionary gameworlds also naturally evolve! If you deliver your services through an evolutionary gameworld, don’t be surprised when the gameworld itself goes through Liquid States and emerges with new characteristics! What a ride that can be!

You may want to change things in your life, or in the world. Your urge for change inspires you as a Change Agent, an Edgeworker, a Riftwalker, a Seed, a Feelings Practitioner, a Possibility Coach, an Evolutionary, a Memetic Engineer, an Initiator, an Experimenter, or a Subversive. But are you doing it? Or just wanting to do it?

Making Experiments to change things requires learning tools of the Changemaker’s Trade. A wide variety of tools are needed. Many of these tools are specific ways of thinking.

For example, there is a central idea regarding change that either you can try to change others (or the circumstances) or you can try to change yourself.
The possibility of changing others may be slim to none. But the possibility of changing yourself is ever-present and quite doable, given the untold variety of ‘selves’ around the world to model your new self on.

Changing yourself is not about making compromises – which is a ‘lose / lose’ game (compromise means: “I am willing to lose this if you are willing to lose that.”). Changing yourself in the Possibilitator sense is about healing, unfolding, and inhabiting new potentials, tapping into archetypal forces, dropping yourself into the Phoenix Process, and so on.

These two avenues of either changing others or changing yourself establish a polarity of limited options: ‘this or that’, ‘black or white’, ‘their way or my way’. But the universe is only polarized in the human mind. In reality there exist many different kinds of ‘boundary conditions’ in which simple thinking does not apply. This fuzziness allows for negotiations that generate access to nonlinear and often unreasonable possibilities not even considered before.

Suddenly a third avenue opens up in which additional skills take precedence, such as skills of negotiation, making transformational proposals, being commitment before you have the knowhow, being the space through which Bright Principles and your Archetypal Lineage can do their work in the world, etc.

Since your next move may be to create something that may never have been created before, the skills of being able to stand in nothing and invent what comes next takes high priority.

In the Possibilitator view:

- Learning new skills changes what you see with.
- Changing what you see with changes what you see.
- Changing what you see changes your ability to cause change!

What have you not thought of changing, that you could change, which would change your world (and therefore THE world) for the better?
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